Is "ambient vision" distributed in the brain? Effects of wide-field-view visual yaw motion on PET activation.
Ambient vision comprises the visual functions that are associated with the maintenance of spatial orientation and that depend on peripheral, preconscious visual inputs. Although a limited number of brain areas appear to be activated by coherent wide-field-of-view (WFOV) motion in more than one axis, a diffuse pattern of lateralized brain activity occurs in response to clockwise or counterclockwise ambient visual roll motion. In the present study involving positron emission tomography (PET), a similar finding was shown for rightward versus leftward yaw stimulation. A total of 18 PET scans were obtained from six subjects in response to either leftward or rightward WFOV motion in a collimated display subtending > 100 degrees horizontally. Rightward stimulation elicited mainly activation throughout the right hemisphere, whereas leftward stimulation elicited mainly activation throughout the left hemisphere. These findings provide further evidence that the ambient vision signal is either processed or transmitted throughout the entire brain, as befits a visual function that is fundamental to all other perceptual systems.